
Challenges
The fundamentals of workplace productivity 
have been redefined with automated workflows 
in nearly all domains. Today it’s a table stake 
that developers have Jira, IT and support 
teams have ServiceNow, and sales reps have 
Salesforce. But what about security teams?

In an effort to drive risk down, security teams 
are manually connecting the dots between 
siloed security tools, multiple fixing teams, 
and distributed tracking systems. Security 
teams are often forced to play air traffic 
controller – deduplicating, sorting, and 
prioritizing findings coming in from multiple 
siloed tools, then routing and following up 
with developers all across the organization 
to make sure problems get fixed. The result is 

It Takes Organizations 
205 Days on Average 
to Remediate High Risk 
Findings
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a massive administrative burden on an already 
resource-constrained team. 

As such, a reality is created whereby the 
remediation scope and velocity is capped by the 
security team’s capacity to “clean” and handoff 
findings, rather than by the development team’s 
capacity to fix known risks. The end result - 
stubbornly long time-to-remediation, friction 
between security and development and an 
inability to scale risk reduction programs.



The Seemplicity Solution 

Making the Remediation Process Seemple

Seemplicity revolutionizes the way security teams drive remediation with 
a single platform that automates, optimizes and scales security workflows, 

making risk reduction a simple, effective and collaborative process.

With Seemplicity you can easily integrate with your security, ticketing and communication tools, 
to quickly build risk reduction workflows that leverage your existing data and resources. 
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One List to Rule Them All

A key challenge in driving remediation forwards 
is making sense of the numerous and diverse 
streams of scan and monitoring data. Each of 
the many types of scanners deployed has a 
unique set of metrics and log data structure. 
Gaining timely and actionable insight into a 
system’s overall security posture status requires 
an in-depth understanding of the tools. 

Seemplicity automatically 
consolidates, normalizes & 
deduplicates findings from all 
your disparate security scanners and tools into 
one accessible centralized easy-to-understand 
workspace. This provides security teams with a 
single list of security backlog items, prioritized 
across all security programs. 
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Transforming 
Findings to Action 

While security tools report 
“problems'', the resolving 
teams require “solutions”. 
To put it simply, you 
wouldn’t open one ticket 
per security issue because 
that is not the way that the 
remediation teams work. 
In many cases, one fix may 
resolve multiple issues.  

Seemplicity automatically groups security findings into single 
action-based remediation items so that you can communicate 
consumable “fix” rather than “problem” items to developers, DevOps 
or IT teams solving the issue. 

TAGS RESOURCE NAMES
CONTRIBUTORS MANAGER
ASSIGNEES COMMENTERS
MANIFEST TEAMS

220
OVERDUE

102
DUE SOON

80
IN TIME

10,000 Findings
Created from 42,304 Raw Findings

220
OVERDUE

102
DUE SOON

10,000 Findings
Created from 42,304 Raw Findings
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Mapping Actions Items to Owners

No matter how well security findings are “prepared” 
for remediation, they remain useless unless they 
are mapped to and shared with the relevant 
remediation owner. While owner identification 
may seem straightforward, it is often a meaningful 
barrier to remediation.

Using machine-learning algorithms, Seemplicity 

automates ownership identification by analyzing 
user activity and metadata, providing security 
with an accurate mapping of findings to owners. 
With an understanding of how findings are spread 
across teams, security teams can easily identify 
blind spots and problem areas that require 
additional training, tools and their attention.



Remediation Lifecycle Workflows

To effectively drive remediation forwards, security 
teams need to collaborate with multiple teams 
across the organization. As such, formal and 
automated processes are required to scale. 

Seemplicity seamlessly integrates with ticket 
systems used by the remediation teams, 
allowing them to continue working in their 
existing environment, while empowering security 
teams to orchestrate it all from their very own 
workflow. As weaknesses are identified and 
reviewed, tickets are automatically opened 
and assigned to the relevant board or project. 
Remediation progress is continuously tracked 
and updated, and as soon as issues are fixed 

and verified, tickets are automatically closed. 
Exceptions like ‘rejected tickets’ or ‘tickets with 
a fixed status but an open finding’ can be 
automatically redirected back to security for a 
review. With remediation tasks automatically 
flowing into development teams’ backlogs and 
continuously being updated, developers can 
finally own the security backlog and focus on 
fixing rather than updating work; while security 
teams can manage remediation by exception 
rather than to operate the entire process 
manually. Finally the path to remediation can 
be automated, with scripted handovers and a 
frictionless operation. 
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Everything You Already Use, Seemply Integrated

Cloud Security

AppSec

Vulnerability 
Management

Security Control
Validation

SaaS Security

CI/CD Tools

Ticketing & 
Notifications

Would You Like to Learn More 
About Our Platform?

Book a Demo

seemplicity.io

https://calendly.com/seemplicity/seemplicity-introduction?month=2022-05
http://seemplicity.io

